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Model Matrix: The i6A -Series
Product Overview: The i6A product family consists of high density, non-isolated DC-DC power modules
intended to be purchased and used as a component in an end-user’s power system. The modules will be
offered in multiple input voltage and output voltage ranges. The input ranges from 9 – 55 Vdc input. The
output voltage will be adjustable between -30 V to 30 V. The rated output power will be 250 W or less.
Models:
i6A24***A%%%V-0xx(-R)
where 24 represents nominal input voltage, with a 9-40 Vdc input
*** represents rated output current between 0 A – 14 A,
%%% represents rated output voltage between 0.6 Vdc – 28 Vdc
and 0xx indicates a number or alphanumeric character
which affects non safety related features
Optional –R indicated RoHS compliance
i6A24***A%%%V-Nxx(-R)
where 24 represents nominal input voltage, with a 9 - 40 Vdc input
where *** represents rated output current between 0 A – 8 A,
%%% represents rated output voltage between -0.6 Vdc – -30 Vdc
and Nxx indicates a number or alphanumeric character
which affects non safety related features.
The “N” indicates the output voltage polarity is inverted with respect to the input voltage polarity.
Optional –R indicated RoHS compliance
i6A4W***A%%%V-0xx(-R)
where 4 W represents input voltage between 9 – 55 Vdc input
*** represents rated output current between 0 A – 20 A,
4 W represents input voltage between 9 – 55 Vdc input
%%% represents rated output voltage between 0.6 Vdc – 15 Vdc
and 0xx indicates a number or alphanumeric character
which affects non safety related features.
Optional –R indicated RoHS compliance
The table below indicates the preliminary example model numbers:
MODEL #
Input
Max Input
Output
Voltage
Current*
Voltage**(Vdc)
(Vdc)
(Adc)

Output
Current
(Adc)

Max.
Output
Power

i6A24014A033V-0xx(-R)

9-40

15

3.3V-28 V

14

250 W

i6A24008A033V-Nxx(-R)

9-40

15

-3.3Vto -30 V

8

75 W

i6A4W020A033V-0xx(-R)

9-55

16.5

3.3V-15 V

20

250 W

•

•
•

* Maximum input current will be a data sheet parameter telling the customer the maximum current
the power module will draw from 0 V in to Vin, max. The typical current draw will be significantly
lower. Fuse value for testing shall be as specified in the product data sheet. (Tested with 30 A
fuse),
The DC-DC Converters are not internally fused. An external input line fuse is required.
** The output voltage will be adjustable by the customer over a wide range as shown in the table.
When the output voltage is adjusted up the maximum output power is fixed (i.e. maximum output
current is decreased). When the output voltage is adjusted down, the maximum output current is
fixed (i.e. available output power is decreased).
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Naming Convention:
The initial letter I is a fixed character that indicates that the power module is a TDK-Lambda Americas Inc.
product. The next two letters indicate the platform name; it dictates the mechanical form factor and pin out
of the power module.
The first two numbers indicate the nominal input voltage, followed by three numbers that indicate the
maximum output current. The three numbers are followed by an A indicating the unit for the current is
amperes.
The next three numbers indicate the nominal output voltage; the next character - V for volts, indicates the
unit for the voltage. Note that the third digit is preceded by a decimal point, so 033 V implies 3.3 Volts.
The part number is completed with a -0xx or –Nxx where the three digits indicate the feature set. The
second two characters of the feature set are considered to be non-safety affecting changes. Changes to
the feature set could be mechanical changes such as modifying the pin length or could be electrical
changes such as adding or modifying a control function e.g. modifying the logic for the customer on/off
interface.
i6A Product Family Similarities:
The design intention is that the modules within a platform consist of a family of units with similar form, fit
and function with the exception of the output voltage and current. The major differences between the
modules will be as follows.
The PWB may be changed though the difference in the layout is minimal. The power output inductor is the
same structure, but the number of turns will be modified depending upon the output voltage or current of
the specific power module.
The semiconductors such as power switches may be different devices depending upon the specific
voltage and current stresses in the various power module designs. The power devices may have heat
sink applied or omitted.
The input and output filter capacitors may be different values depending upon the specific voltage and
current stresses in the various power module designs.
Control circuits will have value changes to scale the typical circuit parameters such as output voltage and
output current limit set point as required for the different designs.
Other control circuits such as the feedback compensation may have value changes as required for each
specific design.
The facilities are UL, CSA and VDE approved manufacturing facility with ISO9002 certified.
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